
 

 

 INGLIZ TILI ATTESTATSIYA TEST 1  

1. Choose the word that doesn’t go with the 

word “honour”. 

Throughout the Middle Ages knives 

remained a symbol of honour and for this 

reason great importance was attached to their 

decoration. 

A) dignity B) glory C) fame D) shame  

2. Mother made her son . . .at home. She 

never let him . . .at night. 

A) to stay/to go out B) stayed/went out 

C) stays/goes out D) stay/go out 

 

3.” Don’t forget . . . the letter,” Jack said to 

me.  

A) posting B) to post C) posted D) posts  

4. When I have to catch a train, I’m always 

worried about . . . it. So, I like . . . to the 

station in plenty of time.  

A) missing/get  B) missed/getting  

C) missing/to get  D) miss/get  

5. You had better ... skating for another two 

weeks or so. You ... it very helpful. 

A) practise/will find B) to practise/will find 

C) practised/would find D) be practised/find 

 

6. “Don’t make so much noise, Michael” said 

Ellen. 

Ellen told Michael . . .so much noise. 

A) to make   B) not to make  

C) do make  D) don’t make 

 

7. As Alice was going through the book 

department, she was surprised ... an old 

friend.  

A) to meet B) meeting C) at meeting D) meet  

 

8. Let’s go to the theatre tonight, . . .? 

A) will we B) do we C) won’t we D) shall we 

 

 

9. In your place I ... about it. 

A) shouldn’t hesitate B) hesitated 

C) will not hesitate  D) don’t hesitate 

 

10. Canada does not require that U.S. citizens 

have passports to enter the country, and 

Mexico . . . 

A) doesn’t either  B) neither does 

C) either does  D) does neither  

 

11. As soon as he ... his homework, he was 

allowed to watch TV. 

A) finished   B) finishes  

C) finish   D) had finished 

 

12. She was kind enough ... us the only 

umbrella she had.   

A) to give B) gave C) given D) was giving  

 

13. If the dress ... so beautiful she ... buy it 

now when she is short of money. 

A) was/would  B) weren’t/will 

C) were not/wouldn’t D) were/wouldn’t 

 

14. There is no reason for you . . . afraid and 

worried: I’m sure you’ll pass this exam.  

A) being B) been C) to be D) are  

 

15. It’s a fact that most people enjoy . . . 

Some travel for pleasure, and some on 

business.  

A) to travel   B) travelling  

C) travelled   D) travels  
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